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Read the articles and answer the following questions. 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

In The Toxic Tap, Josh Sandburn gives an account of the water crisis devastating Flint, Michigan. 
 

 

1. (a) Give an account of the water crisis and public health emergency in Flint, Michigan. (b) Who should be 

blamed and why? Ans: pp22-27 – (a) The Michigan Governor appointed emergency managers to run Flint 

as the city faced a $15 million debt (details on pp23-24). One idea to save money was for the city to draw 

water from Flint River instead of buying Lake Huron water from Detroit (why – details on p24). However, 

this decision to save money crippled the city’s ageing infrastructure and potentially poisoned a generation 

of children. Even though water from Flint River has particularly high levels of chlorine, a very corrosive 

substance, it was not treated with a chemical inhibitor. As the water passed through the city’s ageing lead 

pipes, it absorbed the toxin into the supply. It was not long before residents noticed a difference in the 

water’s appearance and taste and began suffering symptoms that include falling hair, rashes, respiratory 

infection, phlegm that tasted like cleaning products, lead contamination (in children, high levels of lead can 

lead to developmental problems and brain damage), anaemia, higher incidence of Legionnaires’ disease 

(ten deaths). Even though the alarm was raised, for almost 19 months, officials repeatedly told residents the 

water was fine. Even after the scandal became a national concern, the government was slow to take. Even 

though Flint returned to Detroit’s water supply last October, its lead pipes remain so corroded that the water 

is still unsafe to drink. (b) Government at state and federal levels failed the city so badly (bad policy, 

shortsighted decisions and bureaucratic malfeasance, neglect and incompetence) that residents felt left 

behind by the rest of the country. For five years, the state of Michigan was in charge of Flint and let it be 

run by unelected officials appointed by the state governor. These managers, whose authority supersede that 

of local officials, made critical decisions that brought on the water crisis and made it worse. Even though it 

was clear that there was a crisis (more and more residents voiced complaints, GM stopped using the 

corrosive municipal water at a local plant as it was damaging engine parts, and a EPA water specialist sent 

a memo about the high lead levels to his boss and Michigan’s DEQ), Michigan’s DEQ had no plan to limit 

corrosion despite it telling the EPA it had one. In turn, the EPA stayed quiet about its concerns, opting to 

pressure state officers behind the scenes. This backfired and allowed the DEQ to refuse to acknowledge any 

risk to Flint’s water supply, downplay concerns and stonewall citizens’ complaints. It appeared to be 

waiting out the switch to a new water supply. Even though a task force appointed by the Michigan 

Governor blamed the DEQ for its actions, there was obvious failure of checks and balances at all levels. 
 

2. Why did the crisis in Flint turn into a national ‘political firestorm’? Ans: pp22-27 – The cities in Michigan 

that are under emergency management are predominantly African American in a state that is only 14% 

black. This has led to allegations of racism and created the impression among Flint residents that if a lead 

outbreak had occurred in a more affluent and white city, the state would have responded with more 

urgency. But as they were poor and without clout, and hence neglected. As news of the high incidence of 

lead contamination in children became known nationwide, presidential candidates from both parties 

weighed in and Obama designated Flint a federal emergency area and allocated $5 million in aid. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

In Fear and Loathing, Simon Shuster discusses the challenge of integrating refugees amidst growing mistrust. 
 

 

3. What have the assaults in Cologne and other European cities on New Year’s Eve set off? Ans: pp30-31 – 

The outrage triggered by the assaults has brought into the open many of Europe’s muffled fears about 

migration – of cultures colliding, mobs overwhelming police, and misogyny setting in. With no way to 

identify or catch most of the troublemakers, even liberal Europeans have settled their suspicions on 

stereotypes of dangerous male migrants from alien cultures, with many people feeling tricked/betrayed by 

the thought that they might have helped criminals. Germany police (who tried to downplay the assaults 

until victim accounts made that untenable) drew explicit links between migration and crime even though 
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the mass of refugees had no criminal records (details on p30). This shift in attitude could spell the end of 

the Willkommenskultur (welcome culture) Germany embraced so eagerly just a few months ago. 
 

4. What has the influx of asylum seekers revealed about Europe? Ans: p31 – Despite calls by Germany, the 

failure of most member states (other than Germany and Sweden) to take in their share of asylum seekers 

has revealed a Europe less united than it thought. Even though Merkel had urged the E.U to share the 

burden of accommodating asylum seekers by adopting a quota system, some countries not only refused to 

comply, but also challenged the legality of the system in the European Court of Justice. Other countries 

would only take Christian refugees. The reinstatement of passport checks for travellers on national borders 

along the migrant route, albeit a temporary measure to control the flow of migrants through Europe, is 

nonetheless a suspension of the codified core E.U. principle of free travel for citizens. 
 

5. Why is the deportation of law-breaking migrants not an ideal solution? Ans: pp32-33 – By hiding or 

destroying their passports, migrants who break the law can block deportation proceedings until the 

authorities can confirm their countries of origin. Even if their home countries cooperate, the deportation 

process can take years. Moreover, out of concern for the safety of refugees, both German and international 

law prohibit sending them back to war-ravage countries, effectively ruling out the use of deportation for 

many lawbreakers. 
 

6. Explain why it should not be surprising if the outpouring of hospitality in Germany were to subside and be 

replaced by mistrust and even rejection of migrants. Ans: pp31-33 – The outpouring of hospitality was an 

emotional reaction (the writer calls it ‘naïve’) to the single stories and indelible life-and-death images. 

However, emotions are prone to change, especially when the migrants keep coming and the demands of 

providing food, shelter, and language and integration courses for all of them become overwhelming 

(challenges of integration – details on pp32-33). As the initial euphoria fades, the Germans are now primed 

for another emotional reaction, one based on the fear that the patriarchal Middle Eastern values of the 

newcomers (especially about sex and gender equality) will prove incompatible with liberal German ones. 

Even though Germany is economically stable, has a good record of integrating newcomers and avoiding the 

formation of migrant ghettos evident in Belgium and France, and should be able to replicate its success, its 

society is nonetheless being infected by fear. Far-right groups are capitalising on this shift in national mood 

to push their rhetoric. Vigilante groups are started to form (across Europe) and there has been acts of anti-

immigrant rampage/violence. In another indication, with the weather warming and Europe facing an even 

bigger tide of refugees, Merkel has pledged to reduce the number of arrivals. This shows that even a strong 

country like Germany would, the long run, be unable to cope with large numbers of refugees. 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

In Is China Kidnapping Its Critics, Hannah Beech highlights the unknown fates of five missing publishers. 
 

 

7. (a) Why makes the writer conclude that the disappearance of the Mighty Current five ‘[seems] more than 

coincidence’? (b) According to the writer, what concerns have been heightened by these disappearances? 

Ans: pp36-38 – (a) All five men are linked to politically sensitive exposés. The style/content of the 

confessional videos are also similar. (b) The possibility of extra-territorial exploits by Chinese security 

agents since two of the cases occurred outside mainland China and the inability or unwillingness of other 

governments to counter a more activist China. Given the succession of journalists, lawyers, bloggers and 

publishers who have appeared in confessional videos, China does appear to be in the midst of a crackdown. 

Given the way events are unfolding (Beijing’s far reach and the desire of other governments to court better 

relations with China), other writers and Chinese dissidents living overseas are nervous and fear they might 

be next. 
 

8. To learn more about the disappearances and the furore they generated, you could refer to these resources: 
 

Hong Kong Publisher ‘Cancels Politically Sensitive Book’ as Anxiety Over Missing Booksellers Mounts 

time.com/4178458/jin-zhong-yu-jie-hong-kong-lee-bo/  
 

Marchers in Hong Kong Demand Answers From Beijing Over Missing Publishers 

time.com/4174257/hong-kong-missing-booksellers-publisbers-china-march-protest/  
 

Wife of missing Hong Kong publisher says she met him in secret in China 

theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/24/wife-of-missing-hong-kong-publisher-says-she-met-him-in-secret-in-china 
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Rana Foroohar weighs in on When the technology revolution will finally delivery enough jobs. 
 

 

9. (a) Explain Solow’s Paradox. (b) What factors impede the fourth industrial revolution from generating 

greater economic growth and jobs? Ans: p18 – (a) Technology improves productivity and greater 

productivity creates economic growth. However, the two does not always work in tandem. Even as 

technology progresses, productivity can lag behind. This is particularly obvious given the way the fourth 

industrial revolution is changing every aspect of our lives and exciting, promising, and swiftly evolving 

technological innovations disrupting the global economy. Yet the economic growth that should be our due 

is not happening. (b) Economic growth is productivity combined with population growth but the latter is 

slowing in most parts of the world. In addition, the revolution is mostly a consumer one. For instance, only 

about 18% of U.S. industries have fully embraced it and only a handful of sectors have leveraged on digital 

technologies fully to grow their businesses. These industries are also not particularly large employers 

compared to less technologically advanced ones; in contrast, some of the least digitally savvy industries are 

currently the fastest job creators and big, established industrial companies are still by far the world’s largest 

employers. Technology is also moving up the economic chain and causing the nature of jobs to 

change/become obsolete as AI takes over more of what people used to do. The wages of middle-income 

workers flatten. Companies and governments will have to spend more time and money on training. 

Otherwise, wages will stagnate and so will economic demand. There is natural lag but established 

companies do face pressure to change because new/smaller competitors tap into the democratising effect of 

technology to compete with them at home and abroad. 
 

10. Based on your knowledge of your country, how is the fourth industrial revolution shaping its prospects? 

Are various industries actively tapping into digital technologies or are they being disadvantaged by the fast-

advancing developments? Is help readily available for companies that want to innovate and evolve? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Complete the contextual meanings of the following words. 

After completing this exercise, use the words in sentences of your own making. 
 

 

 

In Davos, taking bets on when the technological revolution will finally deliver enough jobs 
1. Instead of being poised to reap the benefits of a technological windfall, the world is increasingly bracing for 

what might be another global recession in 2016. Slowing growth in China, a flatlining Europe, plunging oil 

prices that are simultaneously decimating emerging markets and failing to provide the usual boost to rich 

countries … Ans: BRACING: [A24] preparing for something difficult or unpleasant. DECIMATING: [D2] 

drastically destroying 
 

2. And yet productivity is languishing. Ans: [A21] failing to make progress 
 

3. The vexing problem with the lag is the effect on labour. Ans: making someone feel [D22] annoyed, 

frustrated, or worried, especially with trivial matters 
 

4. Among the flurry of white papers at Davos ... Ans: A number of things arriving or happening [D8] 

suddenly during the same period 
 

Is China Kidnapping Its Critics 
5. “Writing progress,” reads the memo, detailing the prolific Chinese-born publisher’s upcoming projects. 

Ans: producing works in [A20] abundance 
 

6. On Jan 17, Gui showed up on Chinese state TV in a video that would have strained belief as a plot point in 

his best-selling but, at times, questionably sourced books on the political and sexual peccadilloes of China’s 

ruling class. Ans: relatively minor faults or [A18] sins 
 

7. … where he and his wife ran a bookshop hawking hundreds of salacious political accounts to curious 

mainland Chinese. Ans: having or conveying [A10] undue or indecent interest in sexual matters 
 

8. British Foreign Secretary Philip Hammond had previously labelled the mysterious circumstances of Lee’s 

journey to mainland China as “an egregious breach” of Hong Kong’s autonomy. Ans: [D12] shocking 
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9. For a Beijing loyalist like Tsang to note any anxiety was proof of just how unnerved people in Hong Kong 

are about the possibility of China running roughshod over local law. Ans: UNNERVED: made someone lose 

courage or [A3] confidence. RUNNING ROUGHSHOD OVER: domineering over or acting with complete [D15] 

disregard for 
 

10. The latest mea culpa was released through Chinese online media on Jan. 19. Ans: used as an 

acknowledgement of one’s [D9] fault or error 
 

11. If Gui were planning to return to China to assuage his troubled conscience, he gave no sign of an impending 

life change. Ans: make (an unpleasant feeling) less [D4] intense 
 

12. Meanwhile, in his apartment, a poem by William Butler Yeats, “When You Are Old,” is filed away, among 

quotidian notes-to-self to buy medicine and tweak wi-fi routers. Ans: [D6] ordinary or everyday 
 

13. In the mid-1980s, at a time when unauthorised translations of Franz Kafka could be a crime, Gui and other 

Beijing poets sneaked into salons and read whatever samizdat Western literature they could find. Ans: the 

[A23] clandestine copying and distribution of literature banned by the state, especially in formerly 

communist countries 
 

14. But the country’s ruling military junta has courted better relations with China, as ties with the U.S. have 

frayed because of the Thai army’s 2014 coup. Ans: came under great [A14] strain 
 

15. The U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) called the mass extradition to China “a flagrant 

violation of international law” and worried that members of the Turkic minority would face persecution 

back home. Ans: conspicuously or obviously [D1] offensive 
 

Baskets finds laughs in the tears of a clown 

16. The sad clown would be a hoary trope, if it didn’t resonate so deeply. Even leaving aside coulrophobia … 

something dispiriting and real happens when the makeup goes on. Putting a happy, or at least a socially 

acceptable, face on ineffable pain is what we’re all trained to do. Ans: HOARY: overused and unoriginal; 

[A7] trite. TROPE: a significant or recurring [D7] theme. DISPIRITING: [D5] disheartening. INEFFABLE: too 

great or extreme to be expressed or described in [D17] words 
 

17. Indeed, he’s the most artful, or the most pretentious, rodeo clown the Central Valley had ever seen. Ans: 

clever or skilful, especially in a [D13] crafty or cunning way 
 

18. As Baskets seeks to meld high art and low entertainment, Baskets strives to merge humour and melancholy. 

Ans: [D16] blend 
 

19. One episode looks at the family’s Easter meal at a casino, during which Anderson’s character finds a way 

to insinuate herself into the family of Baskets’ one friend, Martha. Ans: [D19] manoeuvre oneself into by 

subtle manipulation 
 

20. TV is glutted with 30-minute shows that feel like pointed rejoinders to the golden age of the sitcom. Ans: 

GLUTTED: filled to [A11] excess. REJOINDERS: replies, especially sharp or [A17] witty ones 
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